In his work on classes of (0, 1 )-matrices with given row and column sum vectors, Herbert
Introduction
Let m and n be positive integers, and let R = (rl,r2 .... ,rm) and S = (sl,s2 ..... sn) be positive integral vectors with r I + r2 + .." + rm = s~ + s2 + '" + sn. Denote by A(R,S) the set of all m x n matrices of O's and l's with row sum vector R and column sum vector S. We will deal with normalized classes where R and S are monotone in the sense that r I/>r2>/ ... )rm and Sl >~s2~> '" >~sn. Let 
A cA(R,S). A matrix A t obtained from
by the other is said to be obtained from A by an interchange. Clearly A' EA(R,S). It is well known [3, p. 68 ] that if B is any matrix in A(R,S), then B can be obtained from A by a sequence of interchanges. We define the rth reverse diagonal in an m x n matrix to be the set of positions (1,r),(2, r-1 Roughly speaking, S must contain all positions between (i,j) and the rth reverse diagonal. A set of l's in a matrix is independent if no two of the l's are in the same row or column. A position (i,j) will be called a t-independent position for the class A(R,S) if there exists a matrix in A(R,S) with t independent l's one of which is in the (i,j) position. The term rank of a matrix A is the maximal cardinality of a set of independent l's.
We now give Ryser's theorem and our generalization. Note that the final statement in Theorem 1 is easily obtained by simply modifying Ryser's proof: start with a set of t independent 1 's rather than a set of p* independent l's.
Together these theorems say that it is easier for a position to be part of a set of independent l's if it lies somewhere along a lower-left to upper-right swath through the matrix than if it lies nearer the main diagonal of the matrix. For example when R --S = (4, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1) the term rank is 5 and the set of 5-independent positions is given below: 
(. indicates 6-independent position), (, indicates t-independent position for t~< 5).
If A(R,S) contains a matrix with t independent l's then A(R,S) contains a matrix with 1 's on the tth reverse diagonal. So intuitively the tth reverse diagonal is the easiest set of t independent l's to realize.
Proof of Theorem 1
Let A(R,S) be a normalized class with term rank p*. Let 1 <~t<~p* and let (u,v) be a t-independent position for A(R,S). Let A be a matrix in A(R,S) with a set of t-independent l's, one of which is in the (u, v) position. Except for the 1 in the (u, v) position we call the l's in this independent set the essential l's of A. All other l's of A we call unessential. We may arrange so that the t-1 essential l's are in the first t rows. For suppose that an essential 1 is in the (i,j) position and row i ~ ¢ u contains no essential 1 (i~<<.t<~i). Then 
The starred l's on the main diagonal correspond to essential l's of A. Note that the 1 in the (u, v) position is independent of the essential 1 's and therefore does not appear in the rows or columns of these submatrices. In each case at most one interchange of A places two l's on the reverse diagonal in (2) . These may be regarded as essential l's of A. This gives us an essential 1 in the (d + 1, t-d) position of A. Thus there is an A with essential l's in the positions (1,t),(2, t-1),...,(u-1,t-u + 2) with the 1 in the (u, v) position is still independent of the essential l's. Now for v < v~<<,(t+ 1)-u, the 1 in the (u,v) position and the essential 1 in column v ~ determine a 2 x 2 submatrix of one of the types in (2) . In this case the starred l's on the main diagonal correspond to the 1 in the (u, v) position and the essential 1 in column v ~. Again, in each case at most one interchange of A places two l's on the reverse diagonal in (2) . Regarding the lower left of these as an essential 1, we obtain a matrix with a 1 in the (u,v ~) position independent of the essential l's. Thus (u, v/) is a t-independent position of A(R, S).
Positions (u', v) with u < u ~ ~(t + 1)-v may also be shown to be t-independent for A(R,S). Instead of placing essential l's in positions (1,t),(2,t-1) ..... (u-1,t-u+2) we begin by placing essential 1 's in positions (t, 1 ), (t -1,2) ..... (t -v + 2, v -1 ) using normalization and interchanges as before. Then the essential 1 in row u ~ and the 1 in position (u, v) form a 2 x 2 submatrix of one of the types given in (2) . Again, in each case at most one interchange of A places two l's on the reverse diagonal. Regarding the upper right of these as an essential 1, we obtain a matrix with a 1 in the (u~,v) position independent of the essential l's. Thus (u~,v) is a t-independent position of A(R,S). There are four subcases depending on whether u and v are greater than t or not.
It follows that if (u, v) is t-independent for A(R,S)
When u ~< t and v ~< t the argument proceeds as in Case 1 and is therefore omitted. The subcase u > t and v ~< t proceeds similarly. Let u > t and v > t. Suppose a row u'< u has no essential 1. Then at most one interchange is needed to see that the (d, v) entry is t-independent. If row u ~ has an essential 1 then this 1 along with the 1 in the (u, v) position determine a 2 x 2 submatrix of one of the types in (2) . In each case at most one interehange places two l's on the reverse diagonal. Regarding the lower left of these as an essential 1, we obtain a matrix with a 1 in the (d, v) position independent of the essential l's. Thus (u', v) is a t-independent position of A(R,S). Similarly any position (u,v') with v~< v is a t-independent position of A(R,S). The result follows by repeated application of this and the second subcase.
